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Abstract: Sequences in the history of the human habitats developed along the road axis E 671
between Madaras and Săcueni (Bihor County, Romania) in the perspective of tourism recovery. On the
Bihor county territory, the E 671 road axis between Mădăras and Săcueni crosses a high rural area
from a plain region (Crişurilor Plain) which is full of archaeological sites and historic buildings of a
higher or lower value, recovered or, on the contrary, long time forgotten. Among valuable historical
buildings in this area, detached castles / some castles that have long been features of residence for the
Hungarian nobles, stand out. If ever these tourist resources will be highlighted in the right way, they
might represent the special attraction landmarks for tourists passing through the region or for those
who are passionate about the rural history of the Western Plain of Romania.

Rezumat: Secvenţe din istoria habitatelor umane desfăşurate de-a lungul axei rutiere E 671, între
Mădăras şi Săcueni (judeţul Bihor, Romania) în perspectiva valorificării turistice. Pe teritoriul
judeţului Bihor, axa rutieră E 671 între localităţile Mădăras şi Săcueni străbate o regiune rurală de
câmpie (Câmpia Crişurilor), împânzită de situri arheologice şi edificii istorice de o valoare mai mare
sau mai mică, valorificate sau dimpotrivă uitate de vreme. Dintre edificiile istorice valoroase, în acest
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areal se detaşează castelele ce au avut multă vreme funcţii de reşedinţe ale nobililor maghiari. Dacă
vreodată aceste resurse turistice vor fi puse în valoare aşa cum trebuie, ele vor putea reprezenta repere
deosebite de atractivitate pentru turiştii care tranzitează regiunea sau pentru cei care sunt pasionaţi de
cunoaşterea istoriei rurale din Câmpia de Vest a României.
Key words: historic building, E 671, archaeological sites, cities, castles
Cuvinte-cheie: edificiu istoric, E 671, situri arheologice, cetăţi, castele

1. INTRODUCTION
For many years there has been ongoing debate in our country about the touristic
potential that we have and how putting it into touristic circulation will bring benefits to
investors, residents of the tourist areas, the Romanian state and even tourists by broadening
their horizon of knowledge (even indirectly ).

Figure 1. The area crossed by the E 671 road axis (in Bihor County)
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Starting from these considerations, in a broader project that aims the Bihor county,
even if sometimes we ask ourselves "isn't the tourism in Romania just a nice story?", we stop
for a moment at the rural environment which is crossed by the E 671 road on the territory of
Bihor County (Romania's NW), because we considered that fragments of such a rich and
turbulent history of these places deserve to be known in a broader circumstance than the
strictly historical and archaeological research and, certainly, it deserves to be valued also
from the touristic point of view. The area under our attention includes the villages and towns
crossed by the axis E 671, between the Mădăras village and to the city of Săcueni (figure 1).
Our attention is focused only on the developed communities along the E 671 axis, without
taking into account, this time, Oradea (the capital of Bihor County), because, on the one
hand is not an anonymous place (as is the case of the villages), and on the other hand its
anthropological tourist potential would overshadow just what we want to bring to light.
Therefore, we will talk about the city of Săcueni because this town has the city status for
only a few years ago (2004) and, sincerely, we believe that its functionality does not really
justify the rank it was raised at (Biriş, M., 2012).

2. SEQUENCES OF HISTORY WITH TOURISTIC RELEVANCE
Historic buildings are attractions that summarize a wide range of constructions and
material evidence of the past as the main attraction of humanity and membership of a
particular age and stage of development of human political and social communities that have
succeeded in the studied area (P. Cocean, 1997). The conditions of the geographical
environment from the Cris Plain were largely favourable for the development of population
centres from ancient times. The exception is the low Salonta Plain (in the past, a huge
swamp), but here, after completion of hydro-ameliorations it was found that higher places
are scattered with signs that point to old settlements.
From Mădăras to Săcueni the region is full of archaeological sites (figure 2) which
we find in a classification by the Ministry of Culture, Cults and National Heritage (table 1).
These sites have been investigated by archaeologists, some revealing the existence of a
continuity of civilization from ancient times to the early feudalism. In the localities of the
area crossed by the E 671, there have been made archaeological discoveries of great
importance. For example we remember the Vaida Dacian settlement from where were
discovered a hoard of coins that imitate pieces of Philip II (king of Macedonia) or the
Dacian silver ornaments from Cadea associated with the Roman and Greek republican coins
from the cities of Dyrrhachium and Apollonia on the coast of the Adriatic Sea (I. Berindei,
S. Dumitraşcu, V. Faur, I. Godea, 1979). The first documentary state of settlements in the
studied area is from the eleventh century (1075 - Biharia) until the XIV century (1369 Inand) (figure 3). Exception are the settlements of Livada de Bihor and Mihai Bravu which
appear as separate units only in the twentieth century, namely in 1954 (Repertoriul
monumentelor din judetul Bihor, 1974). The length and continuity of these settlements (most
occurred in the thirteenth century) made possible the transmission of traditions and customs
specific to the rural settlements of the Western Plain that take into account the ethnic
particularities of the population in this region.
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Figure 2. The spread of the archaeological sites from the
Mădăras - Săcueni area
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The fortresses are some of the most popular historic sites, highlighting the high
degree of constructive complexity, by multiple functions and the focus of numerous human
communities. In a land with a rich history, such as Bihor, the fortresses are not lacking, and
in the region under consideration there are several such buildings.

Figure 3. The first documentary settlements from the
Mădăras - Săcueni area
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Table 1:
The distribution of archaeological sites from the Mădăras - Săcueni area

1

2

3

4.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Name
The Bronze Age tumulus in
Ateas - "Holumb". t. 119, p.
NDS 718, S = 0,50 ha
Bronze Age settlement at
Ateas - "The heap of trees" at
the Southern limit of the city,
on the right of the road Cefa Ateas
The Medieval archaeological
site at Bicaci - "Turkish
Church" at 300 m SE from the
locality, on the left bank of the
tributary of the Gepiu valley
The archaeological site of
Biharea - "The garden of
vegetables, t. 85, p. A 1128,
1130, 1131, 1134, S = 10,65
ha
The archaeological site of
Biharea - "Lutărie", t. 199, p.
Ps 1239, 1242, S = 12,57 ha
The archaeological site of
Biharea - "Fortress of land",
the high terrace of the
Ceşmeu river

Category
funeral
discovery

Type
Tumulus

Locality
Ateaş,
com. CEFA

Chronology
The Bronze Age

civilian
housing

Settlement

Ateaş,
com. CEFA

The Bronze Age

Civilian
housing

Settlement
and
cemetery

Bicaci,
com. GEPIU

Medieval Age /
XI - XVI
Centuries

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Biharea,
com.
BIHARIA

Neolithic,
Medieval Age /
XI - XIII
Centuries

habitation

Settlement
and
cemetery
Fortified
settlement

Biharea,
com.
BIHARIA
Biharea,
com.
BIHARIA

Eneolothic settlement at
Cadea - Sandy plain

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Roman Church and cemetery
at Cadea - Dealul Plesuv, at
500 m E from the locality, on
the left bank of the Ier river, at
a 3km distance
The fortified settlement from
the Bronze Age at Cadea "Dealul Pleşuv", at 500 m E
from the locality, on the left
bank of the Ier river
The neo-Eneolithic settlement
from Cauaceu- Dealul cu
Pietre
The Orthodox Church
dedicated to "St. Archangels
Michael and Gabriel"
The Neolithic grave from CefaBereac

structure of
worship /
religious

Church and
cemetery

Cadea,
com.
SĂCUENI
Cadea,
com.
SĂCUENI

Neolithic,
Medieval Age /
XIV Century
Medieval Age,
Hallstatt,
Roman Age /
VIII-XIII
centuries
Eneolithic

Civilian
housing

Fortified
settlement

Cadea,
com.
SĂCUENI

Bronze Age

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Neolithic,
Eneolithic

building of
worship

Church

Cauaceu,
com.
BIHARIA
Cefa,
com. CEFA

Funerary
discovery

Grave

Cefa,
com. CEFA

The archaeological site from
the Medieval Age at Cefa "To the Forest". At the NE side

habitation

Settlement
and
cemetery

Cefa,
com. CEFA

Civilian
housing
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Medieval Age /
XIII - XIV
Centuries

Medieval Age/
XIII-XVIII
Centuries
Neolithic

The Bronze
Age, Latène,
the Migrations
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of the Rădvani forest, on both
sides of the channel with the
same name. At V from the
Criş Channel, inside the Cefa
Natural Park.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Neolithic object from Chişirid.
In the border of the village

Isolated
discovery

Isolated
objective

The neo-Eneolithic settlement
at Cubulcut - "Pădurea lui
Frater", at 1,5 km SE from the
center of the village, on the
right of the road that gets to
Sânlazăr, on the left bank of
the Ciche river
The Eneolithic settlement from
Cubulcut - "Dealul Bătrân"

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Civilian
housing

Settlement

The medieval monastery
Diosig - "the Woman’s Island".
t. 103, p. A 651, topo no.
7446-7450/1-2 - 7461,
S=
10 ha
The Neolithic settlement from
Diosig- Belso Baji
The fortified settlement from
the Bronze Age at Diosig "the Fortress Island", at 200 m
W from the village’s limit, on
the left bank of the Ier river
The rural medieval settlement
from Ianoşda - "Cânepişte"

Building of
worship/
religious

Monastery

Civilian
housing
Civilian
housing

Settlement

Civilian
housing

Rural
settlement

The medieval settlement from
Inand - "Râturi". At the W limit
of the village, on the left bank
of the Gepiu Valley, 200 m
from the bridge
The wave of land from the
Roman Age at Inand. At the W
limit of the village, between
the villages of Inand and Cefa
The Neolithic settlement from
Livada de Bihor- Turks
polygon

Civilian
housing

Settlement

fortification

The archeological site from
Livada de Bihor - "Cuptorişte".
At the SW limit of the village,
on the left bank of the Alceu

Chişirid,
com.
NOJORID
Cubulcut,
com.
SĂCUENI

Age, Hallstatt,
the Medieval
Age, Neolithic /
VIII-X
Centuries, XIXVI Centuries,
XVI Centuries,
VIII-XVII
Centuries, XIII
Century, XII
Century
Neolithic

Eneolithic,
Neolithic

Cubulcut,
com.
SĂCUENI
Diosig,
com.
DIOSIG

Eneolithic

Diosig, com.
DIOSIG
Diosig,
com.
DIOSIG

Neolithic

Ianoşda,
com.
MĂDĂRAS
Inand,
com. CEFA

Medieval Age
/the XV - XVI
Centuries
Medieval Age /
the IX – XVI
Centuries

Wave of
land

Inand,
com. CEFA

The Migration
Age

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Neolithic

Funerary
discovery

Settlement
and
cemetery

Livada de
Bihor,
com.
NOJORID
Livada de
Bihor,
com.
NOJORID

Fortified
settlement
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Medieval Age /
the XIII Century

Bronze Age

Medieval Age,
Latène / sec. X XVI
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25

26

27

Valley
The archeological site from
Livada de Bihor - "Între
răchitişuri", at 1 km W from
the village’s limit, on the left
bank of the Alceu Valley
The Eneolithic settlement from
Mihai Bravu

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Livada de
Bihor,
com.
NOJORID

Civilian
housing

Settlement

The archeological site from
the Medieval Age from Nojorid
- "Turceana", at the W limit of
the village, on the bank of the
Alceu Valley
Neolithic tools at Olosig

habitation

Church and
cemetery

Mihai Bravu,
com.
DIOSIG
Nojorid,
com.
NOJORID

Isolated
discovery

Isolated
object

The archaeological site at
Roşiori - "La Sere". at 200 m w
from the village’s limit

Civilian
housing

The Eneolithic settlement at
Roşiori - "Pusta Gepiu"

Civilian
housing

Fortified
settlement
and
cemetery
Settlement

The archaeological site at
Săcueni - "Horo". 2,5 km N
from the village’s limit, on the
right bank of the Moca river, a
tributary of Ier
The settlement from the
Bronze Age at Săcueni "Cetatea Boului", 2 km N from
the village limit, on the left side
of Ier
The Neolithic settlement from
Sânnicolau de Munte - Coada
Măturii

Civilian
housing

Settlement
and
cemetery

Civilian
housing

Settlement

Civilian
housing

Settlement

28

29

30

31

32

33

Migration Age,
Eneolithic,
roman Age / IV
Century, the II III Centuries
Eneolithic

Medieval Age /
sec. XIII - XIV

Olosig,
com.
SĂCUENI
Roşiori,
com.
DIOSIG

Neolithic

Roşiori,
com.
DIOSIG
Săcueni
com.
SĂCUENI

Eneolithic

Săcueni,
com.
SĂCUENI

Bronze Age

Migration Age,
Neolithic,
medieval Age /
sec. VI-VII, sec.
VIII-IX
Bronze Age

Sânnicolau
Neolithic
de Munte,
com.
SĂCUENI
(Source of dates: http://ran.cimec.ro)

The Biharia Fortress (Castrum Byhor) is one of the largest quadrilateral fortresses
in the country and in Central Europe, archaeological excavations in the twentieth century
showed that in this important archaeological site was located the main fortification of the
ducat of Menumorut (Byhor). The fortress currently has a stately appearance, with defense
walls made of ground about 30 meters thick at the base and ditches on three sides, about 20
m wide, rectangular, with sides about 150*115 m (Fl. Sfrengeu, 2010) (Photo 1). During
excavations, the archaeologists have uncovered important remains of Dacian, Daco -Roman
and Romanian (including a great Romanian pottery belonging to the ninth century and the
tenth century). The earth fortress from Biharia was raised in the area of an archaeological
site, with multiple levels of living (26) from the Neolithic until the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries (S. Dumitraşcu, 1994).
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Photo 1. Fortress of Biharia - defense walls made of ground
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)

Photo 2. Fortress of Biharia - football field
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)
It is not known exactly who built the fortress and when, but the historians feel that
it was founded by the people from the place in eighth and ninth centuries. By its form, the
construction of the fortress shows a southern origin (Roman or Byzantine). The fortress's
size (covers 4.7 ha), confirms the presence of a large number of people and its political
importance, being the center of a leader who exercised power in a much larger area. The
eastern side of the fortress is marked by a small semicircular bastion ("The Girls' Fortress")
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(Al. Avram, I. Godea, 1975). In the work of the Notary Anonymous (Anonymus) - „Gesta
Hungarorum” (The Hungarian's Acts) - the fortress appears as residence of the ducat of
Menumorut, between the Tisa-Mures - Somes and the Occidental Carpathians (Fl. Sfrengeu,
2010) and after the founding of the Hungarian state to become capital for the county and
religious center. After the invasion of migrants from the eleventh century, the fortress
gradually lost its military role, merely perform the administrative and economic role in the
life of the county. Even if it survived the Turkish domination, the fortress with its defense
walls made of ground has not managed to ensure adequate protection of those who were
housed in it, so in 1709 was finally abandoned (www.comunabiharia.ro). Currently, a part of
the fortress functions as a football field (photo 2), and once a year is the organization of the
Citadel Youth Meeting.
The Castle from Cadea (photo 3) was built by order of the Pongrácz family in two
stages, the construction starting sometime in the mid-nineteenth century. First, the ground
floor of the castle was built, so that later approximately 1860-1880 to be completed the floor.
The castle had to serve as family holiday home or hunting house for the Pongrácz. The
Pongrácz Castle was nationalized by the Romanian state in 1947 and transformed into
school of foresters. Thirty years later, the stables and warehouses were destroyed in their
place being a building block and canteen food. The School of foresters was abolished and
replaced by the Infantile Psychiatric Hospital. Since the revolution of 1989 and so far in
building works the Occupational Therapy Rehabilitation Centre for Adults. The Castle has
been the subject of genuine public dispute, because after a partial renovation with public
money, it was later claimed by the descendants of Count Pongrácz to restitution. Since the
investments made by the Romanian state inside the castle far exceed its initial value, the
court decided that the Pongrácz family descendants be financial compensated, while the
castle remains in the custody of Bihor County Council.

Photo 3. The Castle from Cadea
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)
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Photo 4. The Zichy Castle in Diosig
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)
The Zichy Castle (photo 4) in Diosig was built in 1701 by Grunsfeld Franz Johann,
and in 1719 was restored and expanded. In 1810 the castle and vineyard were purchased by a
Zichy family member from Bratislava. In 1920 the castle was transformed from a noble
residence into the famous school of viticulture (Diosig is part of a famous wine region of
north-western Romania) which functioned almost two centuries. In the castle there is a
former Roman Catholic church, and in the yard area a cellar dating back to 1860, and
beneath it 9 built cellars dating from the early nineteenth century. From 1965 until 1982, it
became the house of the agronomist then it began the degradation. The castle's rooms were
transformed into tailoring by an Italian investor. In 2005, in the castle yard a drilling was
realized which reached the body of thermal water (www.diosig.ro) (such thermal structures
being characteristic for the entire Western Plain). Today there are attempts by attracting
investors, for the renovation of the 44 rooms of the castle and the introduction in the tourist
circuit, as its surroundings include an area around 1 ha where lays an arboretum (also not
being cared of).
The Stubenberg Castle (photos 5 and 6) in Săcueni built in neoclassic style was
raised in a first stage in the eighteenth century to be completed in the next century. It
belonged to the royal house of Habsburg who gave it, then to Dietrichstain, who after a
while to sell it to the Stubenberg family. The Castle hosted for a while the "Petofi Sandor”
High School students, but now the Săcueni Hall gave it to St. Francis Foundation based in
Deva. Also, investors are looked for to be able to support financially the restoration of the
castle and to change its destination, as now, each wing is home to several homeless families.
The noble curia in Ciocaia (the ensemble of a noble court) was built by the Fényes
family in the eighteen century. Here was born on 7 July 1807, Fényes Elek, statistician in the
economy, producer of some geographical descriptions and local history, corresponding
member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In time, the place of Curia noble was taken
by settlements of natives, keeping parts from the old enclosures.
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Photo 5. The Stubenberg Palace in Săcueni
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)

Photo 6. The Yard of the Stubenberg Palace
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)
In 2001, in front of the remaining arch of the old mansion was built a small park
where, to celebrate 125 years since the death of Fényes Elek, the Ciocaia community with
the support of the Săcuieni City Hall located a bronze bust made by the famous Hungarian
sculptor Mihaly Gabor (photo 7). Besides the mansion Fényes in Ciocaia there are also
found other mansions built in classicist style (Papp-Szasz mansion or manor Oláh Béla).
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Photo 7. The noble curia in Ciocaia
(photo: Mihaela Biriş)
CONCLUSIONS
Following briefly these few sequential files from the long history of rural
settlements covered by E 671, stands easily the existence of a rich historical background that
is a tourist resource of first-hand anthropogenic nature. However, their functional and
aesthetic condition, leave much to be desired, so that local authorities are trying (at least in
words) for a while to find investors, though not necessarily thinking as a feature in tourism.
Among the historic buildings there are detached castles / noble residences, but is unlikely in
the near future, they will be restored to their former glory. The condition of the monumental
buildings like castle or palace is very well known by the local and central authorities, but
they are included in all kinds of touristic booklets, EU-funded projects where there are
mentioned only a few historical points regarding these monuments, probably considering
that the historical antiquity in itself is enough to develop tourism and it is not mentioned
anywhere that none of these monuments have a well known touristic destination or an
adequate touristic infrastructure.
Generally, the historical buildings in this geographical area are not singular
resources for tourist attraction, but they are associated with a variety of cultural and religious
resources (churches and monasteries, museums, villages, monuments, busts, commemorative
plaques), supplemented by traditions, customs, crafts and cultural - sport events that reflect
the past world and the present one of the village of Bihor.
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